There’s more data than ever before.

In addition to data sprawl, IT must account for new applications, storage sprawl, virtualization, power consumption and budget issues. A well-constructed data center optimization solution can prepare your data center for the future.

Benefits of Optimization:
- Better scalability
- Improved efficiency
- Guaranteed organizational stability
- Simplified management
- Cost savings

CDW·G can help you plan, design and implement a tailored solution with the expertise of our team dedicated to our Air Force customers. We have a strong past performance working with DoD customers across the globe.
Cisco® Catalyst® 3650 Series 24-port Switch
Support BYOD/mobility and offer a variety of performance, security and operational enhancements
• Optional Cisco® StackWise™-160 technology provides scalability and resiliency with 160Gbps of stack throughput
• Support for Cisco ONE™ Enterprise Networks Architecture with the UADP ASIC for openness, programmability and investment protection
• Cisco IOS® XE software support for IPv4 and IPv6 routing and multicast routing
• Modular QoS, Flexible NetFlow (FNF) Version 9 and enhanced security features

EMC® VNX5800™ Unified Storage Platform
Simple, efficient, powerful
• Scalable, easy-to-use solution for multiprotocol file and block data services
• Centralized management makes administration simple
• Data efficiency services reduce your capacity requirements up to 50%
• Optimize for virtual applications with VMware® and Hyper-V® integration
• Flash optimization delivers high levels of transactional performance with increased bandwidth and low latency
• Built for high availability in mission-critical environments

NetApp® FAS2552 Series Scale-out Unified Storage Systems
Powerful, affordable, flexible data storage
• Integration with Windows® and VMware simplifies management
• Virtual storage tiering accelerates application performance
• Automatic data movement between SSD and HDD increases storage efficiency
• The cluster-ready systems can scale to 576TB
Government organizations are facing difficult challenges; cyberattacks, mobile access, data center consolidation, cloud deployments, complex application environments and constantly increasing network traffic. At the heart of it all, budget constraints demand smart, affordable solutions that make government systems more secure, resilient and flexible.

- F5® solutions help government agencies build secure, dynamic infrastructures that meet the increasing demands of mobile workers, applications and network traffic while addressing evolving compliance requirements, enhancing security and controlling costs.
- F5 is compliant and certified – the active program helps customers and agencies maintain a secure and compliant IT environment.

---

**HP DL380 Gen9 Server**

The right compute, for the right workload

The HP ProLiant DL380 Gen9 Server delivers the latest performance and expandability in the HP 2P rack portfolio. Reliability, serviceability and near continuous availability, backed by a comprehensive warranty, make it ideal for any server environment.

- Six-Core Intel® Xeon® E5-2609v3 processor (1.90GHz)
- Memory: 8GB std., 384GB max.
- Hard drive: none ship std.

---

**Palo Alto Networks® PA-200 Security Appliance**

Small and quiet, yet powerful enough to deliver true next-generation firewall security

A true desktop-size platform that safely enables applications, users and content in your enterprise branch offices at throughput speeds of up to 100Mbps.

- Dedicated computing resources for the functional areas of networking, security, content inspection and management ensure predictable firewall performance
- Visibility into your applications, web traffic, threats and data patterns
- Integrates into any architecture with flexible networking architecture
- 100Mbps firewall throughput (App-ID™ enabled)

---

All performance and capacities are measured under ideal testing conditions using PAN-OS 6.0.
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NETCENTS -2 PRODUCTS

Category 1  Networking Equipment
Category 2  Servers/Storage
Category 3  Peripherals
Category 4  Multimedia
Category 5  Software
Category 6  Identity Management/Biometric

Hardware and Software

About NETCENTS-2 Products and CDW-G
CDW-G was awarded the NETCENTS-2 Products
Contract to support the Air Force with a primary
source of network-centric IT and IT products,
services and solutions.

NETCENTS-2 Products and CDW-G

DELIVER
NETWORK-CENTRIC
SOLUTIONS.
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For more information on IT products from these leading partners,
call your dedicated CDW-G account manager.

CDW-G NETCENTS Sales Team:
CDW.com/netcents2
Contact your dedicated CDW-G account manager:
866.371.2362
NETCENTS2–Products@cdwg.com
Website: CDW.com/netcents2
Submit RFQs through https://www.afway.af.mil
Warranty/Tech Support: 877.394.2397
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